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MANAGING HOLIDAY STRESS: DON’T LEAVE COPING STRATEGIES BEHIND
By Brenda Day
University Relations
This time of year most of us are dealing with added stress —year-end deadlines at
work, crowded shopping malls and grocery stores, financial pressures, and demands on time
and energy to plan or attend holiday events, to name just a few. Many of us have to make
travel arrangements or prepare for company, and we may be forced to spend time with family
members we would normally choose to avoid.
The list of holiday stressors we experience can get very long, and we tend to believe
they are unique to the season. But most of these stressors are not necessarily different from
those we successfully deal with throughout the year, says John Klocek, University of Montana
associate professor of psychology and director of UM ’s Clinical Psychology Center. The
difference, he says, is that the stressors we usually can manage quite well at other times of the
year are concentrated into a brief period of time during the holiday season.
Because the intensity of each stressor isn’t as obvious as it would be when we aren’t
dealing with so many demands at the same time, we often don’t recognize that our stress levels
are increasing. It’s the little things that creep up on us and start to wear us down, Klocek says.
We tend to forget that stress is cumulative — it adds up. His advice: "Catch up with yourself
and see how you’re doing."
One way to "see how you’re doing" is to pay attention to changes in your behavior.
Actions can be indicators that we are not managing stress well, Klocek says. He offers a few
-more-
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common examples:
■ Unusual irritability: Do you find yourself becoming short with sales clerks because
checkout is slower than usual? Are you more frustrated with other drivers on the road? Are
you snippy with family members or co-workers?
■ Disruption in normal sleep patterns: Do you wake up often during the night? Do you
have trouble falling asleep?
■ Change in eating habits: Are you eating more to relieve stress? (Remember, this may
be hard to pick up on because you are surrounded by fresh-baked cookies, huge meals and
holiday party snacks.)
If you find that you are experiencing rising stress levels, Klocek recommends working
to carve out reasonable pieces of time for strategies that you use throughout the year to bring
them down. Don’t leave those strategies behind now. If you are a person who goes to the gym,
don’t cut that out of your schedule. If you handle stress by getting together with friends,
continue to meet with them during the holiday season. Maybe you cope with stress by
spending time alone. This is hard to do when you are surrounded by family and friends, but
take the extra effort to find time to read, go for a walk or listen to music. Whatever you do to
manage stress on a day-to-day basis, continue doing it during the holiday season, even though
you may not be able to do it as often and it may take more effort.
"Keep those things in your life that make you happy and help you relax —that help you
cope with all the additional stressors that get focused in this compressed period of time,"
Klocek says. "It’s one of those wonderful ironies of life - sometimes we have to work hard to
relax. It sounds really silly, but honestly we have to do that."
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